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A NOTE ON BACKSWORDS IN THOMAS
MIDDLETON
THE Oxford English Dictionary lists the use
and definition of backsword as follows: ‘1. A
sword with only one cutting edge.’1 The first
use of this word, according to the OED, is
from 1611 in the dictionary by R. Cotgrave,
A Dictionary French & English Tongues,
‘Badelaire, a short and broad back sword.’2
The word backsword in fact occurs several
years earlier, in Thomas Middleton’s play
The Phoenix.3 The first performance of The
Phoenix is dated 1603–04,4 and the first printed
edition of The Phoenix is from 1607.5
The scene from The Phoenix is set in a tavern
and features justice of the peace, Falso, and the
older litigator Tangle. The lines read:
‘Tangle: A Writ of Delay, Long-Sword. j
Scandala magnatum, Backesword. j
Falso: Scandals are back-swords, indeede.’
(F2v,6 scene 9, lines 170–1717).8
Clearly, this is an earlier appearance of the
same type of sword as in Cotgrave.
Middleton’s familiaritywith sword terminology
canalsobe seen inhis lineon theuseof smaller and
lighter continental weaponry: ‘our lawyers are
good rapier and dagger men; / they’ll quickly des-
patch your—money’ (II.iii.188). The references to
both medieval and contemporary weaponry in
this scene could be related to the socio-political
situation in England and the ongoing dispute be-
tweenEngland and Spainwherein the rapier came
to symbolize continental tastes as opposed to the
sturdier English swords. Middleton might have
come across the writings of George Silver, an
English fencing master, who wrote the manual
Paradoxes of Defence in 1599. Here, Silver con-
demns the modern, continental rapier as un-
English, because, ‘to seeke for a true defence in
an vntrue weapon, is to angle on the earth for
fish, and to hunt in the sea for Hares’.9 The com-
plete scene in The Phoenix, then, implies familiar-
ity with the technical side of fencing and
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THE MELANCHOLY EARL: SIR
WILLIAM HERBERT IN THE MEDICAL
CASE NOTES OF DR BARKER OF
SHREWSBURY
During his lifetime, William Herbert, third earl
of Pembroke (1580–1630), was a noted figure
in the courts of Elizabeth and James. He was
the head of the second richest landowning
family in England, and his political and finan-
cial influence was widespread. Of all his many
accomplishments, however, he is best remem-
bered today as the greatest arts patron of his
generation, with Ben Jonson, George
Chapman, George Herbert, Inigo Jones,
Nicholas Hilliard, John Dowland, and possibly
also William Shakespeare numbering among
his beneficiaries. Outside of the royal family,
no one in the period attracted as many literary
dedications as Herbert: the first, Thomas
Moffet’s Nobilis (1593), came when the future
earl was just twelve years old, while the most
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